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ABSTRACT- Finding the patterns and outliers is one of the major problems in the field of data mining. Especially in the field of health care analysis has become difficult to predict the patterns and decision making. Classification techniques are used to identify the transaction label. The classification techniques are used to collect the patterns in the learning phase and detect the outliers in training phase. In health care analysis, only classifications are limited with two class levels as positive and negatives. The symptoms of patients are collected and categorized into patterns then by using the patterns; they detect the severity level of diseases. The proposed system mainly focuses on detecting the severity level of patients by enhancing the boundary classifications. This idea can be achieved by critical nuggets which is a record or attribute used to define classification where that attribute considered as the deciding authority. The classification accuracy can be improved with critical nuggets and enhancing to support multi class (low, medium, high and normal) and multiple attribute environment. The critical nuggets identification and classification scheme is improved to support multiple classes. The system can be adopted to handle mixed attribute data values. The boundary approximation algorithm is enhanced to reduce the detection complexity. Post processing operations are tuned to identify classes for multiple category data environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, database management systems are widely used in many fields for storing the data. The collection of data, usually referred to as the database, where information used to an enterprise.

The primary goal of database management systems is to provide a way to store and retrieve database. Database systems are designed to manage large bodies of information. Due to wide availability of huge amounts of data
in forms and imminent need for turning such data into useful information and knowledge for broad applications including marketing analysis, business management and decision support, where Data mining plays an important role in the information industry. The advantages of data mining are handling huge information in an efficient manner. Data mining in relation to enterprise resource planning is the statistical and logical analysis of large set of transaction data, looking for pattern that can aid decision making.

II. Overview

Data mining are mainly used to provide the overall goal of the process is to extract information from datasets and transform it into an understandable structure. It involves six classes of task are 1. Anomaly detection which is the identification of unusual records. 2. Association rule mining which searches for relationship between variables and sometimes referred to as market basket analysis. 3. Clustering which is the task of discovering groups and structures in data that are in some way or another similar without using known structure in data. 4. Classification which are the task of generating known structure to apply to new data. 5. Regression which attempts to function which models that data with the least error. 6. Summarization which is providing a more compact representation of data set including visualization and report generation. Further it describes briefly about tasks with example below.

1. Classifications- The classifications are used assign the label to unclassified data. It involves two basic phases are learning or training phase and testing phase. In learning or training phase, collects the trained datasets are patterns learned in which the patterns means the repeated items. This can be achieved by using Bayesian classification or decision tree classification. In testing phase, outliers are detected by using distance based outlier detection. It can be done by finding rules that partition the given data into disjoint groups.
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Then company attempts to find the rules that classify its current customers into excellent, good, average, or bad on the basis of information about the person other than actual payment history.

2. Association- The association information can be used in several ways. When customer buys a particular book, an online shop may suggest associated books. The association rule must have an associated population and the population consists of set of instances. In the case of bookstore, the population may consist of all people who made purchases, regardless of when they made purchase. Each customer is an instance. Here, the analyst has decided that when a purchase is made is not significant, whereas for the grocery store, the analyst may have decided to concentrate on single purchases, ignoring multiple visits by the same customer. Rules have an associated support, as well as an associated confidence.

3. Clustering- The clustering refers to the problem of finding clusters of points in the given data. The problem of clustering can be formalized from distance metrics in several ways. one way is to phrase it as the problem of
grouping points into K sets so that the average distances of points from the centroid of their assigned cluster is minimized. Another way is to group points so that the average distance between every pair points in each cluster is minimized. There are three types of clustering as hierarchical clustering, agglomerative clustering and divisive clustering. Hierarchical clustering is also useful for clustering documents. It can be classified as agglomerative clustering, which start by building small clusters and then create higher levels. Divisive clustering which first create higher levels of the hierarchical clustering then refine each resulting cluster into lower level clusters.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

Now a day the health care system or the field of medicine has been using more number of technologies. Information technologies in the health care field producing the written records of each patient into electronic document. This information includes patient demographics, records on the treatment progress, prescribed drugs, previous medical history, lab results, and details of examination. Health institutions are able to use data mining applications for a variety of areas, such as doctors who use patterns by measuring quality indicators, customer satisfaction and economic indicators from multiple perspectives to optimize use of resources, identifying high-risk patients and optimize health care, cost efficiency and decision making based on evidence. The major problems in data mining in medicine are that the raw medical data is voluminous, and heterogeneous. These data can be gathered from various sources such as from conversations with patients, review and interpretation of doctors, laboratory results. Each of these components can have a major impact on prognosis, diagnosis and treatment of the patient, and should not be omitted. The scope and complexity of medical data is one of the barriers to handle the data mining in a successful way. Missing, incorrect, inconsistent such as pieces of information saved in different formats from different data sources create a major obstacle to develop data mining in a successful manner. It is very difficult for people to process gigabytes of records, although working with images is relatively easy for doctors are being able to recognize patterns, to accept the basic trends, and formulate rational decisions.

The classification used to detect the severity level of diseases by enhancing the boundary classification. The patterns are collected using trained datasets. This can be achieved by using Bayesian classification and decision tree classification. The decision tree classifier is widely used technique for classification. As the name suggests, decision tree classifiers use a tree; each leaf node has an associated class, and each internal node has a predicate with it. The main idea of decision tree construction is to evaluate different attributes and different partitioning conditions, and pick the attribute and partitioning condition that results in the maximum information gain ratio. The same procedure works recursively on each of the sets resulting from the split; thereby recursively constructing a decision tree. There are several types of classifiers other than decision tree classifiers. Two types that have been quite useful are neural net classifiers and Bayesian classifiers. Neural net classifiers use the training data to train artificial neural nets. Bayesian classifiers find the distribution of attribute values for each class in the training data; when given a new instance d, they use the distribution information to estimate, for each class; the probability that instances d belongs to class. The symptoms of each patient are collect and the similar symptoms of them are classified into pattern. According to collected patterns the severity levels of diseases are detected into two classes such as positive and negatives. These patterns analyzed using three algorithms are Get Nugget Score, Find Boundary and Find Critical Nugget. The Get Nugget score algorithm used to calculate CR score value. The Find Boundary algorithms are used to identify class boundary. The FindCriticalNugget algorithm to detect the critical nuggets for two classes.

IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The main problem of the existing system is that analysis of the severity level of the patients and delay in treatment of disease. Now a days the severity level of disease is analyzed and reported as categories such as positive and negative. If the patient is affected by the disease then the analyzed report is positively shown. If the patient is not affected by disease then the analyzed report is negatively shown. Using these two distinguish the severity level of the patients are not analyzed clearly. Because if the patient is having low level symptoms such as fever and indigestion then those patients are also shown as positive. Then treatment is taken according to the positive condition but does not consider whether the disease is low, medium or high. This causes some problem in giving the medicines. For example,
analysis of the severity level of the cancer patients. The symptoms of cancer are fever, fatigue, indigestion, persistent cough, difficulty swallowing, inflammations, bloating, skin changes and unexplained weight loss. Considering out of 200 patients, if 20 patients are having similar symptoms such as fever, fatigue and indigestion then those patients are categorized into one patterns and named as low level symptoms. If 30 patients are having similar symptoms such as persistent cough and difficulty swallowing then those patients are categorized into one patterns and named as medium level symptoms. If 40 patients are having similar symptoms such as unexplained weight loss, skin changes and bloating are categorized into one patterns and named as high level symptoms. According to the analysis of the severity level of the patients there are categorized into three levels such as low, medium and high.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The critical nuggets identification and classification scheme is improved to support multiple classes. The system can be adopted to handle mixed attribute data values. The boundary approximation algorithm is enhanced to reduce the detection complexity. Post processing operations are tuned to identify classes for multiple category data environment. The critical nuggets based classification system is designed to classify multi-class data values. Multi attribute data analysis mechanism is applied to handle all attribute types. Classification is performed with the support of critical nuggets extracted from the learning process. The system is divided into five major modules. They are data pre-process, nuggets identification, class boundary analysis, classification on bi-class data and classification on multi-class data. The data pre-process module is designed to perform cleaning operations. Nugget identification module is designed to fetch critical nuggets from transactions. Class boundary analysis module is used to identify the threshold for classes. Two level class label assignment process is performed under the classification on bi-class data. Multi level class label assignment process is performed under the classification on multi-class data.

5.1. Data Pre-process

Lung cancer data values are collected and analysed in the data pre-process. Noisy data elements are corrected with suitable values. Aggregation based data substitution mechanism is used to assign values for missing elements. Learning and testing data values are partitioned in the pre-process.

5.2. Nuggets Identification

Nugget identification process is performed on the labelled transactions. Criticality score is estimated for the attributes and transactions with class information. Nugget score values are verified with associated class information. Critical nuggets are identified for each class levels.
5.3. Class Boundary Analysis

The nuggets and their class boundaries are identified under the class boundary analysis process. Centroid for each class is estimated with the weight value for the nuggets. Similarity analysis mechanism is used to identify the cluster boundaries. Class boundary identification algorithm is used to estimate the cluster ranges.
5.4. Classification On Bi-class Data

The nugget based classification algorithm is designed to detect two class levels only. The systems select nuggets for two class levels from the labelled transactions. The unlabelled transactions are compared with the nuggets associated with the classes. Similarity analysis is performed between the nuggets and unlabelled transactions for the class assignment process.

5.5. Classification On Multi-class Data

The nugget based classification scheme is tuned to detect multiple class labels. Class boundary identification is also enhanced to support multiclass environment. Multi attribute based classification is performed on the binary, categorical and continuous attributes. Nugget similarity analysis is applied for each class level.

VI. CONCLUSION

Classification techniques are used to identify the transaction label. Critical nuggets are used to represent the domain knowledge of the data collection. Classification accuracy is improved with critical nuggets and class boundary algorithm. The system is enhanced to support multiple class and multi attribute environment. False positive and false negative errors are reduced in the classification process. Classification accuracy is improved by the nuggets based classification scheme. The system reduces the Computational complexity. The system supports mixed attribute data for classification process.
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